Congratulations on your purchase of a Check Point appliance. This appliance is preinstalled with the following software images:

- R71.30
- R75.10
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## Default Image

When the appliance is turned on for the first time, it loads with the R71.30 default image.

## Enabling R75.10

For Check Point R75.10, follow these steps:

1. Reboot or power on the appliance.

2. When the countdown begins on the LCD panel, press any of the four buttons to the right of the LCD panel:

   ![Starting in 5 seconds]

   The boot menu appears.
3. Using the arrow buttons, select the **Reset to R75.10** option, and press **ENTER**

![Select Reset to R75.10](image)

4. Confirm the reset by pressing the Arrow Up button ▲

**Note** - All data saved on the appliance is erased.

5. Wait for the appliance to restore the factory image. This process takes up to 10 minutes, depending on the appliance model.

   As the appliance is restored to the factory image, a “Loading” message displays continuously:

   ![Loading](image)

   When the process has finished, the appliance is loaded with R75.10.

**Restoring R71.30**

To return to R71.30, perform the procedure for **Enabling R75.10** but choose **Reset to R71.30** in step 3.

**Contact Information**

If you have any questions, contact Check Point support at:

- The Americas: +1-972-444-6600
- International: +972-3-6115100